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SUMMARY

For many years Irish farmers have benefited to
a considerable extent from the guaranteed prices for
fat cattle in Britain but despite this link with British
payments, prices of all classes of cattle in Ireland are
very variable. There is variation by year, by season,
by age and by sex.

Annual price variations
Farmers who buy and sell cattle are perhaps as

well off when prices are low as when they are high.
In times of high prices the farmer gains more from
the weight put on during the feeding period than in
times of low prices but as against this the value of
his investment increases considerably and so the
percentage return on capital may be less than it was
when prices were lower.

The people who generally do best in times of high
prices are the breeders who sell calves. Calf prices
practically always increase when prices of finished
cattle go up and vice versa. The coefficient of
correlation between actual store cattle and calf
prices and between percentage changes in these
prices for the years 1951 to 1967 are .83 and ’72
respectively. These coefficients are highly significant.

Seasonal price changes
In Ireland seasonal price changes are very marked.

Prices are at their highest in Spring or early Summer
each year and at their lowest in Autumn. For the
12 years 1956 to 1967 the average decline in prices
between April and November was 3os. per cwt.
The seasonal pattern was very constant over the
years in question despite fairly wide swings in the
price levels between different years.

The published prices show that bullock prices
in any month are higher than those for heifers of
comparable weights. Up to the middle of 1965
prices per cwt. for light cattle were higher than
those for heavier animals. Around this time how-
ever, a change in the price pattern took place.
Prices of light and heavy cattle came closer together
and gradually the previous trend was reversed so
that in recent years heavier cattle are fetching the
highest per cwt. prices.

Summer grazing
Summer grazing is the cheapest form of pro-

duction but because of the drop in prices between
Spring and Autumn the returns per animal tend to
be low. Many farmers are prepared to accept such
low returns because of the convenience and low
labour requirements of the system.

For cattle gaining 3{ cwt. the average gross
output per animal from summer grazing for the
years 1963 to 1967 was only about £12 and if
variable costs estimated at £3 per animal are deducted
the gross margin was only about £9 per animal.
Hence the summer grazier needs a very large acreage
of land if he is to make a reasonable family
income from this enterprise.

Most profitable selling date for summer-fed cattle
There is usually little to be gained by keeping

saleable cattle on pasture beyond the end of July
if these cattle are not to be over-wintered. It is
usually more profitable to cut the late growth for
silage rather than feed it to such cattle in late
Summer or early Autumn.



Stocking rates for summer-fed cattle
Consideration of stocking rates over the whole of

the grazing season is not very realistic since there is
little to be gained in most years from keeping
cattle (which must be sold before winter) on grazing
from July onwards. Stocking rates for such cattle
should therefore be considered for the early part
of the season only.

At prices ruling in 1963 which was a fairly typical
year the farmer who could get a gain of 2 cwt. per
acre from one animal from April to the end of June
would probably need to obtain over 2.6 cwts per
acre from two cattle carried on the same land area,
before the keeping of the extra animal would be

jusiified.

Winter feeding
The feeding of cattle in Winter requires much

higher capital expenditure than does summer
grazing but because of the large price rise between
Autumn and Spring, profits from the system usually
justify the extra expenses, if the farmer can make
good silage at a reasonable cost. The farmer who
cannot make good silage on the other hand should
be wary about erecting expensive buildings for the
winter feeding of cattle.

If the price rise over the Winter is expected to be
very high (i.e. more than a quarter of the selling
price) the farmer who has limited feed should spread
it over as many cattle as possible by feeding the
animals at maintenance rates. If on the other hand
the seasonal price rise is expected to be less than a
quarter of the selling price, the farmer should
normally feed for weight gains. In only one of the
years since 195o was the price rise more than a
quarter of the selling price, hence it can be taken
that as a general rule feeding for weight gaill
over the winter is more profitable than feeding for
maintenance.

November to June feeding
This system usually gives lower outputs per

acre than November to April feeding but output
figures tend to be misleading in this context. If all
the grass which grows on a farm is saved for winter
feeding, costs are much higher than if some of it is
grazed by animals. In the former case more animals
are required for the shorter feeding period and hence
there are greater marketing expenses and other
costs. More housing space is also required which
again adds to expenses and of course there is the
additional cost of ensiling all the grass rather than
feeding some of it as grazing.

Whether or not a farmer should incur these
costs depends mainly on his expectations regarding
weight gains over the winter compared with these
over the grazing period, and on the magnitude of the
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expected price decline between April and June.
Because of the number of variables which must be
considered, it is difficult to make any simple,
general statement on this question. However from
the analysis undertaken the following appears to be
justified.

When the weight gain per animal over the
grazing period is 1.6 cwt. or more, very high price
declines between April and June would have to
occur before a grazing programme would be
unjustified. This is especially true where the quality
of the silage is poor and cattle make low gains over
the Winter. On the other hand if the gain over the
grazing period is low (say less than 1.5 cwt.)the
position is different. In this case unless wintering
costs are very high and winter price rises very low a
small price decline from April to June makes spring
grazing of well wintered cattle uneconomic relative
to sale in April. For the farmer who is a poor silage
maker and who obtains low gains over the Winter,
June selling is likely to be the most economical
system in all cases.

Feeding grain along with hay or silage
The decision to feed grain during Winter in

addition to roughage (hay or silage) depends on
many factors, the principal ones being the quality
of the roughage, the expected selling price of beef
and the cost of the different feeds. If the roughage
is of poor quality it may be essential to supplement
it with some grain otherwise the Cattle may become
emaciated or even die. If the roughage is of reason-
ably good quality the decision to feed grain depends
on the beef/grain and the beef/silage price ratios
(i.e. price of beef per cwt. divided respectively by
price of grain per cwt., and by the cost of silage per
cwt.).

When the beef/grain price ratio is no more than
5"o/1 it seldom pays to feed grain along with
reasonably good silage. Thus if barley costs 3os.
per cwt. and cattle are expected to sell for less than
ISOS. per cwt. grain feedmg is seldom a profitable
undertaking unless the cost of silage is very high.
On the other hand when the beef/grain price ratio
is 5.5/I or greater it usually pays to feed some grain
at all normal silage costs.

The analysis shows that at present prices for
cattle and barley, heavy grain feeding of small cattle
is justified unless the cost of making silage is very
low. The extra margins however from grain feeding
over those from full feeding on good silage are
however not very great and farmers would lose
little by feeding less grain than recommended by
the analysis. On the other hand since grain is likely
to improve the degree of finish of the cattle, the
feeding of barley along with silage may give higher
margins than those shown by the analysis.



THE IMPLICATIONS FOR CATTLE PRODUCERS OF

SEASONAL PRICE FLUCTUATIONS

Cattle are produced in Ireland to supply both the
home and export markets. By far the most important
export market is the U.K. where Irish cattle are
required as stores and as fats to supplement other
supplies. For many years, Irish farmers have
benefited to a considerable extent from the
guaranteed prices of fat cattle in Britain. Irish
cattle are not directly eligible for the BAtish fatstock
prices* but if they spend a short period on British
farms they become eligible. Hence, large numbers
of Irish stores are sold evey year to British farmers
for further feeding. While the supply of cattle is
relatively stable depending mainly on the size of
the cow herd, the number of stores required in
Britain varies from year to year depending on such
factors as home supplies, weather, fodder supplies
etc. Therefore, despite the link with British pay-
ments, prices for store cattle in Ireland and for that

*As a result of the I966 Free Trade Agreement between
the United Kingdom and the Irish Republic, certain subsidies
are now paid on Irish dead meat exported to the U.K.

matter prices of all cattle, are very variable. There is
variation by year, by season, by age and by sex.

Annual price fluctuations
Some idea of the annual variation in cattle

prices is obtained from an examination of the
prices of fat cattle at Dublin Market for some years
which are given in Table x and Figure I. Store
prices show a somewhat similar variation. (See
Table 2 and Figure 2).

TAmm x: AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICES PER CWT.t
OF FAT CATTLE AT DUBLIN MARKET, 1951-1967

Year Price Year Price Year Price Year Price

8° d. S. d. S. d. 8. d.

t951 1o1 3 1955 135 9 1959 132 6 1963 112 3
~952 1io 9 1956 1o5 o 196o 122 9 1964 148 9
~953 12o o 1957 121 3 1961 I22 o 1965 158 o
I954 118 6 1958 127 9 1962 126 o 1966 148 3

1967 146 6

Source : March issues of Irish Trade j%urnal and Statistical
Bulletin 1952-1963 and Irish ,Statistical Bulletin, 1964 to 1968.

-L-~ tAll weights’given in, this paper are liveweights.

FIGURE x : AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICE PER CWT. OF FAT CATTLE AT DUBLIN MARKET, 1951-1967
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As can be seen from Table I fat cattle prices in
Dublin rose by 34s. 6d. per cwt. from IOlS. 3d. in
I95I to 135s. 9d. in 1955. They declined by 3os. 9d.
per cwt. between 1955 and i956 and rose again by
27s. 6d. between 1956 and 1959. Between 1959 and
1961 they dropped by los. 6d. per cwt. They rose
slightly in 1962, dropped again by a small amount in
1963, rose substantially from i22s. 3d. in i963 to
I58S. od. in i965, declined to i48s. 3d. in 1966 and
to I46s. 6d. in 1967. These changes are shown
diagrammatically in Figure I.

In order to assess properly the effect of such
large annual price changes on farmers’ profits, we
must be clear as to what is meant by profits from
cattle raising. Nornaally we consider that the gross
profit (or gross output) is the difference between
sale and purchase values. Many cattle farmers
however would not agree with this definition. They
would consider that their gross profit is the amount
left over when the land is restocked, the assumption
being that a constant number of animals is kept on
the land at all times. Under such conditions this is a
valid method of arriving at what we might call the
farmer’s cash output. The amount of money left
when he has replaced his stock is the actual amount
available to pay his farm and household bills and
provide for saving.

In assessing gross profits in this way, no account
is taken of the farmer’s capital position. The change
in the value of stocks between the beginning and end
of the period under review is ignored. The value of
stocks cannot of course be ignored if the system of
farming is not stable from year to year or if the net
worth of the farmer has to be considered. If, on the
other hand, a stable system of cattle farming is
carried on over the years, the change in the value of
stocks is of no more than academic interest and is
often referred to as a paper profit or loss.

We must not assume from all this that ordinary
accounting procedures (which record the stock and
cash situation) are misleading or wrong. These
procedures are designed to cover all kinds of
situations. They show both the cash and the stock
position in any period and the farm manager can
select the result which best suits his situation. In
cases where the system of farming is unchanged
from year to year and where the number of animals
carried each year is similar, the cash output is the
relevant figure. In cases where the system of
farming varies from year to year, where different
types and numbers of stock are carried in different
years or where stock are not replaced for some time
after sales, the change in the value of stocks must be
taken into account.

4

TABLE 2: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRICE PER
HEAD AT FAIRS OF STORE CATTLE 2-3 YEARS OLD
AND CALVES UNDER z MONTH OF AGE, 1951-1967

Year

Prices as % of
Prices of; Previous Year

Store Store
Cattle Calves Cattle Calves

£ £
36"05 5"15
40"3o 5 "70 111"8 11o.7
45"85 8"90 113"8 156"x
45"7o 8"05 99"7 90’4
5o’15 9"4o lO9.7 116.8
41’45 8.8o 82"7 93"6
48"25 zo’3o 116"4 117.o
53"95 I6"45 111.8 159"7
53"00 16.6o 98"2 lOO"9
48"35 IO’IO 91"2 6o’8
50’55 Io’25 1o4"6 IOl"5
53"I5 11"65 1o5"1 113"7
52"I5 z z.9o 98"1 102"1

58"65 14"55 I12"5 122"3
60"45 18"I5 I03"I 124"7
53"85 12"o5 89"1 66"4
55’20 8"85 102"5 73"4

1951
I952
I953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
196o
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

Source of prices : March issues of Irish Statistical Bulletin,
formerly lrish Trade ffournal and Statistical Bulletin, C.S.O.,
Dublin.

The above discussion would seem to indicate that
farmers who buy and sell cattle and who carry the
same amount of stock at all times are just as well off
when prices are low as when they are high. There is a
certain amount of truth in this statement but it is not
entirely correct. If no account is taken of stocks the
difference between the selling value and the replace-
ment value is the gross profit. If the selling value is
high, the replacement value is also high so that at
such times the farmer is not as well off in terms of
cash as many people are inclined to think. On the
other hand, if the selling value is low the replace-
ment value is correspondingly low and the farmer
is not as badly off as might be thought. The difference
between selling and replacement value will not be
the same in both cases however, because the farmer
gains more from the weight put on during the
feeding period in times of high than of low prices.
An important point in this connection is that in
times of high cattle prices the value of a farmer’s
investment increases substantially and the percentage
return on capital in terms of cash output may be
less than it was when prices were lower.

A further point is that the people who usually do
best in tames of high cattle prices are the breeders
who sell calves. High prices for finished cattle create
a demand for store cattle and this in turn creates a
demand for calves, so that calf prices generally
(though not always) increase when prices of older
cattle go up. They also usually decline when prices
of older cattle go down (see Table 2 and Figure
2). Hence breeders who sell calves suffer most in



times of depressed prices. The coefficients of
correlation between actual store cattle and calf
prices and between year to year percentage changes
in these prices for the years 195I to 1967 are .83 and
¯ 72 respectively. These coefficients are highly
significant. The breeders of course have their own
problems in times of high cattle prices. The demand

for heifers for both slaughter and breeding increases
substantially in these years and heifers to replace the
older breeding cows become exceedingly expensive.

Seasonal price fluctuations
In addition to the annual price changes, there is

also a seasonal price movement between Spring and

WmUR~ Z : AVERAGE ANNUAL PRICE PER HEAD AT FAIRS OF STORE CATTLE 2-3 YEAR OLD AND CALVES
UNDER 1 MONTH OLD, 1951-I967

65 . ’ I I II k . I I, I i II i . l I S II

55

45

35

o

25

15

J~ #
Store Cattle

I      I      I      I      I      I      i      i      .      [      s      .      I      ¯

I951         ’53          ’55         ’57         ’59         ’6I          ’63         ’65         ’6

TABLE 3: MONTHLY PRICES PER CWT. OF STORE BULLOCKS AT DUBLIN AUCTIONS I956-1967

Year

1956 ..
1957 ..
1958 ..
1959 ..
196o ..
1961 ..
1962
I963
I964
I965
I966
1967

Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept.~ Oct. Nov.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
I21 6 119 3 119 9 125 o II8 3 I12 o 111 9 1o4 3 97 o ’ 1oo o 96 9
114 6 127 3 14I 3 15o 9 139 3 131 3 135 3 138 6 I32 9 127 6 I28 o
135 9 139 3 I 146 o 15I 3 158 3 151 9 151 3 145 o 143 o 131 6 132 3
141 3 154 ol 162 3 168 o 158 o I51 3 ! 143 6 135 6 128 3 129 6 127 9
142 6 146 9 147 3 156 9 I52 3 I4o o 137 3 I34 9 129 o 123 6 12o 3
131 9 14° 9 I52 3 153 o 142 6 134 6 134 6 132 6 I34 3 I3I 3 131 9
153 3 156 6 156 9 158 3 163 o I51 9 147 9 143 9 14o o 133 3 13° 3
135 9 14° o I46 6 ’ 151 o 156 o 149 6 148 6 142 6 I34 6 129 6 I26 o
143 o I56 6 I65 6 172 3 176 o 169 6 I65 3 159 3 I51 9 148 3 151 o
17o 6 178 o 183 9 I87 9 ! I8o o 174 3 17° 6 164 o 154 o 146 6 I44 6
154 9 I6O 6 174 3 179 3 I8o 3 17I 9 162 3 147 o 139 9 x3z 3 I18 3
143 6 154 o 17o o 173 6 165 3 153 9 146 o 148 6 149 9 147 6 153 3

Average I4o 6 147 9 155 6 i6o 6 157 6 ] 149 3 146 o 141 3 I36 3 131 9 13o 9

Dec.

s. &
97 3

129 6
129 o
I3I 9
121 6
136 9
129 9
127 9
155 3
147 6
131 o
16I o

I33 o

Source : Irish Trade ffournal and Statistical Bulletin and Irish Statistical Bulletin.



FIGURE 3: AVERAGE MONTHLY STORE BULLOCK PRICES AT DUBLIN AUCTIONS, 1956-1967
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Autumn. In Ireland, prices of fat and store cattle
are on average about 3os. per cwt. lower in Autumn
than in Spring though this seasonality is often
masked to some extent by the year to year fluctu-
ations. Average monthly prices of store bullocks
at Dublin auetionb for the years I956 to I967 are
shown in Table 3 and Figure 3 to illustrate the
seasonality of cattle prices. Fat cattle prices show a
similar seasonal pattern.

As can be seen from Table 3 and Figure 3 prices
are at their highest in Spring or early Summer each
year and at their lowest in Autumn. Taking the
average of the x2 years I956-I967 the highest
monthly price was x6os. 6d. in April and the lowest
i3os. 9d. in November (see Figure 3). This seasonal
pattern of prices was very constant over the years in
question despite fairly wide swings in the price
levels between the different years. Thus in i956
when cattle prices were very low, the price in
April at i25s. was 28s. 3d. per cwt. higher than in
November. In i964 when prices were nmch higher,
the difference in price between April and November
was 2is. 3d. The largest seasonal difference of
5is. od. per ewt. occurred in i966 and the lowest
of x9s. od. in I958.

The prices in Table 3 ate unsuitable for assessing
accurately the effect of buying and selling at
different seasons of the year because they are not
classified by weight of animal. Those in Appendix A
which became available for the first time in i963 are
6

more suitable for this purpose. The figures in this
Appendix relate to monthly cattle prices for animals
of different weights at livestock marts throughout
the country in the years i963 to I967 and show that
bullock prices in any month are higher than those
for heifers of comparable weights. (See Figure 4).
This price difference which is somewhat higher for
light than for heavy cattle has tended to decline
slightly in recent years. The average difference for
7-8 cwt. cattle was about I2s. per cwt. in i963
compared with about 8s. per cwt. in i967.

Many reasons are put forward as to why heifers
fetch lower prices than bullocks but most of them
tend to derive from the fact that beef heifers may
prove in-calf and upset feeder’s expectations. If an
Irish store heifer proves to be in-calf on a British
farm shebecomes ineligible for the fatstock deficiency
payment and will generally be less profitable than
an animal qualifying for this payment. As a pro-
portion of Irish store heifers always prove in-calf
in Britain, prices are downgraded to allow for this
risk.

Another reason put forward for low heifer prices
is that for a given degree of finish, heifers have
a higher proportion of fat to lean (particularly
kidney fat) than bullocks and so give a lower
proportion of high priced cuts than the latter. The
capacity for growth is considered to be a factor
in this question also. Heifers have a lower growth
potential than bullocks and on this aecount are



downgraded in price on store markets. It is also
claimed that because of their heat periods, heifers
are troublesome to herd, but it is doubtful if this is
a very important cause of low prices.

It can be seen from Appendix A also and more
clearly from Figure 5 that up to the middle of I965,
prices per cwt. for light cattle were higher than those
for heavier animals. Around this time however a
change in the price pattern took place. Prices of heavy
and light cattle came closer together and gradually
the prevlous trend was reversed so that m recent
years heavier cattle are fetching the highest per cwt.
prices. This changed price pattern seems to be
related to the introduction of a subsidy for carcase
beef in February i965 which has been continued in
subsequent years following the i966 Anglo-Irish
Free Trade Agreement. Prior to i965 Irish store
cattle were eligible for British subsidies after
spending a short time on British farms and so these
animals fetched higher per cwt. prices than the
heavier fat cattle for which there was no similar
subsidy. The present subsidy on carcase beef

however more than offsets the traditional store/fat
price difference.

Profits from cattle farming are affected very much
by seasonal price changes. Summer grazing !s the
cheapest form of production but because of the
drop in prices between Spring and Autumn, the
output per animal tends to be low. However, many
farmers are prepared to accept such low outputs
because of the convenience and low labour and
building requirements of this System.

The feeding of cattle in Winter requires much
higher capital expenditure than does summer
grazing since it usually involves the provision of
housing and of conserved winter feed. These latter
are expensive items and a substantial price rise
between Autumn and Spring is necessary in order to
justify the system.

There are of course various modifications of these
two extreme systems, some of which are discussed
below. In this discussion it is assumed that farmers
receive the average prices for stock shown in App-
endix A. It sbould be kept in mind of course that

FIGURE 4: AVERAGE PRICE PER CWT. OF BULLOCKS AND HEIFERS OF 7½ CWT. AT LIVESTOCK MARTS FOR
YEARS x963-1967
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there is a wide variation in prices within any weight
range and that good quality animals will fetch
higher than average prices and poor quality ones
lower prices.

Buying in Spring and selling in Autanm
To determine the effect of buying in Spring and

selling in Autumn we take the case of a 6½ cwt.
bullock purchased in April, kept on fairly good
pasture over the Summer and sold in November
of the same year weighing xo cwt. The gross output
from such a beast at the prices ruling in livestock
marts for the years x963 to x967 are shown in
Table 4.

TABLE 4: GROSS OUTPUTS IN DIFFERENT YEARS
FROM SUMMER GRAZING

I
Year , Purchase Price Sale Price I Gross Output

£ mr animal

I963 ..
x964 ..

x967 ..

Average

45’9
5z’2
6x’8
55"2
50"9

53"2,

56’3
70"5
68.0
59"5
7z’7

65"4

IO"4
x8"3

6"z
4"3

2i’8

As can be seen the gross output from this system
varied from about £zz per beast in x967 which was
an exceptionally good year for this hnd of enter-
prise~ to about £4 per head in x966 which was an
exceptionally bad year.

The average for the five years was about £iz per
animal and when variable costs such as fertiliser,
veterinary, marketing, transport and other variable
expenses, all estimated at £3 per animal, are
deducted the gross margin~" per animal is only
about £9. This is a rather low return for such a large
weight gain. It normally takes an acre of pasture
to carry one such animal over the summer, hence
both the return per animal and per acre from summer
grazing is normally very low. Accordingly the
summer grazier needs a very large acreage of land
in order to make a reasonable family income from
this enterprise alone.

The rather low returns from buying cattle in
Spring and selling them in Autumn are due to the
fact that there is a heavy loss on the weight pur-
chased. In the years in question the average price
for a 6½ cwt. bullock would be about x65s. per cwt.
and the same weight would be sold in October or
November at an average of about I3IS. per ewt.

*The high prices ruling for cattle in November x967.were no
doubt due to some extent at any rate to the outbreak of foot and
mouth disease in Britain in that year.

¯ ~Gross margin is defined as sale price less purchase price
leas variable costs (i.e. gross output less variable costs).
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The direct loss on the weight purchased in those
years would therefore be about £II lOS. This loss
has to be counterbalanced by the weight gain
valued at the low autumn price. It is obvious
therefore that very high summer weight gains
must be obtained in order to make any reasonable
profit. When allowances are made for rates,
annuities and marketing costs (fertiliser being
omitted) a weight gain of almost z cwt. per
animal, over the grazing period is normally required
in order to break even.

In view of the low returns from summer grazing
it seems eurions that farmers rent pasture for this
purpose. There are many reasons for this. Grazing
is very often rented to supplement a farmer’s own
land, the cattle on the rented land not always being
purchased in Spring or sold in Autumn; they may be
carried on the farmer’s own land during either the
preceding or subsequent Winter. Many people
renting land are part-time cattle dealers who buy
and sell when prices are favourable and who use
the land for holding purposes. Also in times of good
cattle prices, farmers become optimistic about the
future and hope to increase their incomes substan-
tially by the renting of land for grazing purposes.

Most profitable selling date
In the above discussion it was generally assumed

that cattle were purchased in April and sold in
November. Many graziers however buy and sell at
dates other than these. In particular they sell their
cattle at various times from June onwards depending
on prices and on the rate of growth of the pasture.
The performance of cattle on grass tends to decline
from the middle of June onwards; prices generally
fall during this period also. Hence farmers tend to
sell off some or all of their cattle during the Summer
before prices decline too much. The economics of
selling in different months will of course vary with
the season and with prices ruling in any year. In
years when growth is good during Summer and
Autumn, or when the price decline is less than
normal it may be more profitable to sell late than
early, unless the late growth is needed for silage
making. In some years it may be profitable to sell
in Summer or early Autumn even though the late
growth is not utilised.

When the weight gain is about 3½ cwt. per
animal over the period April to October the seasonal
distribution of gain in Ireland is on average
probably similar to that shown in Table 5. This
table shows that July was the most profitable
selling month in 1963. Cattle kept after this date
would lose money despite the weight gains during
the remainder of the season. For all practical
purposes July was also the most profitable selling
month in 1964. Cattle kept until the end of October



FIGURE 5 : GRAPHS SHOWING AVERAGE PRICES PER CWT. OF BULLOCKS AND HEIFERS IN CERTAIN WEIGHT"
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TABLR 5: MONTHLY WEIGHT GAINS AND VALUES FOR CATTLE MAKING 3½ CWT. GAIN OVER.
GRAZING SEASONS 1963-1967

x963 1964 x966 1967
Weight Total _ z965

gain Weight Price V~ue Price Value
£

Price Value
£

Price VMue
£

Price Value
lb./day cWt. £/cwt.    £ £/ewt. £/cwt. £/cwt. £/cwt. £

x April .. 6’50 7"O0 45"5 8"15 53’0 9"41 61"2 8"50 55"3 7"73 :5o’2
30 April .. 2"02 7"04 6’96 49"0 8.1o 57"0 9"10 64"I 8.61 60.6 7"79 54’8
3x May .. 3"11 7"9o 6"83 54"0 8"04 63"5 8"52 67"3 8"39 66"3 7"40 58’5
;o June .. 2"46 8"56 6"78 58.0 7"93 67"9 8"30 71’o 7"9° 67"6 7"02 6o’I

31 July .. x’95 9"1o 6.67 0.7 7"68 69"9 8"Ol 72"9 7"20 65"5 6"95 63’2
;I Aug. .. x’44 9"50 6"33 6o.1 7"32 69"5 7"61 72"3 6"78 6�4 7"IZ 67’6

3° Sept .... 1"23 9"83 6"07 59"7 7.08 69.6 7"I6 70"4 6"44 63"3 7"15 70"3
31 Oct. .. 0"61 IO’O0 5"81 58.1 7"02 70"2 "81 68’I 6"zI 61’1 7’2I 72"1

* Based on estimated gains of "tester" animals for four years 1961 to 1964 on leys in Moorepark, Fermoy--See Browne,
D. "Nitrogen use on grassland----effect of applied nitrogen on animal production from a ley’, Irish Journal of Agricultural
Research, Vol. 5, No. 1. (April I966).

in that year increased only marginally above the
July values. July was again the most profitable
selling month in 1965, June in 1966 and October in
1967.

Examination of prices in other years confirms the
View that in most years at the weight gains assumed
in Table 5 July is the most profitable selling month
for summer cattle feeders. The late growth may be
either conserved for silage or left for winter forage.
From a technical point of view it is, of course, far
less wasteful to conserve grass for silage than leave
it for winter grazing. But despite the wastage,
w}nter grazing may often be more profitable than
autumn utilisation by cattle which are sold in
October and November.

The above statements regarding selling dates do
of course depend on the seasonal distribution of
weight gains selected. Distributions from other
experiments when budgeted out, have however not
changed the general conclusions in any way and
indeed have confirmed the view that in most years
early selling is the most profitable course. Indeed
because of the very high price drop exceptionally
large weight gains have to be obtained in the
autumn months before it normally pays to feed
cattle for sale towards the end of the growing
season.

¯ Economics of stocking rates for summer graziers
Over the whole grazing season heavily stocked

pastures usually give higher weight gains per
acre but lower gains per animal than less heavily
stocked areas,x Comideration of stocking rates over
the whole grazing season is however not very
realistic since as was shown in the previous section
there is little to be gained in most years from keeping
cattle on grazing from July onwards if these cattle

aConWay, A. "Effect -of-grazing management on beef
production,’ Irish ffournal of Agricultural Research, Vol. 2,
No. 2, October I963.
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are not to be overwintered. Stocking rates for such
cattle should therefore be considered for the early
part of the season only. It can be taken that in later
months they are of no more than academic interest.

Conway2 has shown that for the first few months
of grazing in the year, there is practically no difference
in animal performance between certain levels of
stocking, and states that in trials at Grange they
have found that with two cattle to the acre until
early July the weight gain per animal was the
same as that from cattle stocked at one animal per
acre. Under these conditions of course no subtle
economic problem appears to be involved. The
land which heretofore carried one animal per acre
can now give the same gain per animal if the cattle
are confined to half the grazing area leaving the
remainder free for further cattle, for hay or silage
or for renting out.

Economic problems arise under conditions where
the weight gain per animal declines and the
weight gain per acre rises as more animals are
carried on a given area. Because of the price decline
over the grazing season there is a loss on every
cwt. purchased which must be counterbalanced
by the weight gain, and the problem is to
determine the stocking rate at which this balancing
takes place on different classes of land for varying
numbers of cattle. On very fertile land such as
that in Grange the comparison might be between
animals stocked at rates of 2, 2½, or even 3 per acre
whereas on less fertile land the comparison would be
between animals stocked at much lower rates.

The economics of stocking rates can be explained
by reference to an example in which we assume that
a 6{ cwt. bullock purchased in April is carried on i
acre of land until the end of June making a
weight gain of 2 cwts. At x963 prices the gross

- SConway, A. "Grazingmanagement in relation to beef
production," Irish Grassland and Animal Production Assoc.
ffournal, 1968, pp. 9-1o.



output from such an animal would be about £II.
It can be determined from formula (I) below that
for a similar output per acre in the same year from
two animals, the weight gain would need to be
about 1.13 cwt. per animal or 2.26 ewt. per acre
and when account is taken of the extra costs for
two cattle the weight gain would need to be about
2"6 cwt. per acre in order to break even.

If we assume that cattle having the same initial
weight in April decline in price by the same
amount over the grazing period regardless of their
weight gains, the stocking rates that break even
with one animal per acre can be calculated from the
formula given below. The assumption of a constant
price decline for differently stocked cattle is not
entirely realistic and (at present price trends) will
bias the results in favour of heavier stocking rates.
In practice however this bias should be small since
average prices (such as those given in Appendix A)
covering fairly wide weight ranges have to be taken
in doing the analysis. It should be mentioned in this
connection however that the more prices move in
favour of heavier cattle the less the argument in
favour of heavier stocking rates if the latter system
means the production of lighter cattle.

The break-even stocking rate formula (under the
assumption of an equal selling price per cwt. for all
cattle) which has beeu derived as shown in
Appendix B can be written as follows:

(i) _1 r(wla+c) (n-l) 1
x.-~[    p-~ +xq or as

(Win+c) (n--I)(2) nx.=
P2 +11

Where:
Xl=the weight gain per animal at a stocking

rate of one animal per acre (cwt.)
xn=the weight gain per animal at a stocking

rate of n animals per acre (cwt.)
n=the number of animals per acre

Wl=the initial weight per animal (ewt.)
P2*=the selling price (£ per ewt.)
a*=the decline in price per cwt. between

purchase and sale taken as a positive
number (£), and

c=variable costs per animal other than
fertilisers (£).

*It should be stated that when using this formula the values
of "Pz" and "a" will be unknown and the user will have to
make the best estimate he can of what their values will be.

TABLE 6: WEIGHT GAINS PER ANIMAL UNDER DIFFERENT STOCKING RATES TO BREAK EVEN
WITH 1 ANIMAL PER ACRE

Difference between buying and
selling price [£ per cwt. (a)]

0"25
0’50
0’75
I’00
1"25

0"25
0’50
0’75
I’00
I’25

0’25
0"50
0"75
I’00
I’~5

0’25
0.50
0’75
1.00
1"25

Weight gain from x animal per acre (Xl)

1"5 I
2"0

1
2"5

Number of animals per acre (n) ,,

Weight gain per animal to break even with i animal per acre (xn)

(Initial weight 6½ cwt.; selling price £7 per ewt.)

1.1----"~ I.O-------~-1.o1 1"5I 1’37 [ x.26 II i8,-
1"25 1"18 1’13 1"58 1’46 I x.38II 1.9i
1"33 1"28 1"24 II 1"66 1’57 I 1"49 II 1"99
1"4I I 1"38 1"32 I 1"74 x’66 I 1.57II 207i48I i47 i48 11.811.7611.73I  ..15

(Initial weight 7½ cwt.; selling price £7 per cwt.)
t

1"19 1.1o / 1"o3 x’52 1"38 1.28 1"85
1"27 I 1"21 ] I’I6 II 1"61 I"5o 1’41 1"94 ]
I’36 1"33 I 1"3o 1"69 I 1’6I ] I’5o 11 2"03
1"45 [ 1"44 / 1"43 [[ 1"79 ] 1’73 1’68 2" I21.541i. 511.56it 1. 7i.i.8411.81II2. 1

(Initial weight 6½ cwt. ; selling price £8 per cwt.)
f

1.151io--7- 098 II I49 i34 122 i82 162
I

1.22 ii.14 1.o8 II 1"55 x.42 11.33 II 1.89 I 1.71 I
1"29 I 1.22 i.i8 I/ 1"62 r5I I 1’43 II 1"95 I 1’79 I
1.35I 1.3i 1.28II 1’69 1’6o [ 1"53 I/ 2"02 I 1’89 ]
1.42I 1.4o 139 I! 175 i69 ]i.64 II 2o9 11.97

(Initial weight 7½ cwt. ; selling.price £8 per ewt.)

1"24 1"I7 1.i1 [ 1"57 ] 1"45 ~ I"36 11 1"91 [ 1"74 [
1"32 1.26 1,23 / 1"65 [ 1"55 [ 1"48 ]1 1"99 ] 1"83 I
1"39 I 1"37 I 1"35 II 1.73 / 1.65 [ 1.6o H 2.06 [ 1"94 /
I’47 I I’47 I 1"46

1/
1"8I

]
1"75 / I"71

II
2’I4

/
2"04-

/

I’6-----’7- 1"51
1"75 I I"63
x’85 ] 1"74
I"95 ] 1.82

1 1.9___2__8

1.67II.5--;-
1"78 I 1"66
x’9o [ 1"8o
2’oi I 1’93
2"I3

]
2.06

1"48
1"58
1"68
1"78
1"89

I "49
1"6I
1"73
1"85
1"06

11
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The figures in Table 6 and in Figure 6 which
have been prepared from the above formulae show
the weight gains per animal under different stocking
rates required to break even with one animal per
acre for different purchase/sale price changes. In
preparing Table 6 the animals are assumed to have
initial weights of 6½ and 7½ cwt., the selling prices
at end of June are £7 and £8 per cwt., and the
variable costs other than fertilisers are taken to be
£z per animal. It is assumed also that cattle having
the same initial weight in April decline in
price by the same amount over the grazing period
regardless of their weight gains.

Table 6 shows that for a constant gross margin
per acre, heavy cattle must make greater weight
gains over the grazing period than lighter cattle.
This is only to be expected since for a given price
decline, the loss on the weight purchased is greater
when heavy rather than light cattle are acquired.
Thus when animals stocked at the rate of one animal
per acre make weight gains of z cwt. per acre
over the grazing period and prices decline by £i
per cwt. from £7 to £6 the break-even gain per
head for 6½ cwt. and 7½ cwt. animals stocked at the
rate of two animals per acre are 1.57 and 1.68 cwt.
respectively.

On the other hand for a constant gro~s margin
per acre, cattle of similar initial weights must make
somewhat greater weight gains when prices are
low rather than when they are high. Thus when 6½
cwt. anlmals stocked at the rate of one animal per
acre make weight gains of 2 cwt. over the
grazing period and prices decline by £i per cwt.
from £8 to £7 the break-even gains for animals
stocked at the rate of two animals per acre is I’57
cwt. whereas for a similar price decline from £9
to £8 these animals must gain 1.53 cwt. in order
to break even.

In using Figure 6 the value of the expression
Wla+c must be calculated for each reading, but this

P,
should not prove an unduly onerous task. As an
example of how the graph should be used we take
the case of cattle having initial weights (W1) of
6½ cwt. which if stocked at the rate of I animal per
acre make a weight gain (xl) of 2 cwt. If we
assume that the selling price (P2) is £7 per cwt.,
the decline in price (a) £o"5, and the variable costs
(c) £2 per head, the value of (Wxa+c)/P~=o’75.

Now in order to determine for a stocking rate of
2 animals per acre the weight gain per animal
required to break even with one animal we use the
lower graph and read up from the o’75 point on the
horizontal axis and across from the 2.o point on the
vertical axis. These readings meet between the 1.25
and I.5 lines and so we can say that the result is
about I’4 cwt. per animal or about z’8 cwt. per acre.

For a stocking rate of x.75 ar~imals we should use
the centre graph and for a stocking rate of I"5
animals the upper graph.

Buying in Autumn and selling in Spring
Many farmers exploit the seasonal price rise by

buying in Autumn and selling in Spring. The pro-
fitability of this system depends ultimately on the
price rise over the period and on the selling price
of beef relative to that of feed. For given prices
however the level of feeding must also be considered
and in theory at any rate this level should depend on
whether cattle or feed is the limiting factor in
production.

If a farmer has a limited amount of feed and there
is no limit on the number of cattle he can keep then
he should aim to maximise profit per ton of feed.
In these circumstances one would intuitively
imagine that the farmer should not aim at high
weight gains but should spread the limited feed
over as many cattle as possible and rely on the
seasonal per cwt. price rise for his profits. If on the
other hand feeding space or capital for the purchase
of cattle is limited and there is no limit on the amount
of feed which can be produced or purchased, then
it would seem that the aim should be to maximise
profit per animal. In the latter circumstance it
would appear that the farmer should adopt a higher
level of feeding than in the former case.

Whether or not different feeding levels should be
adopted in both these cases depends on cattle
prices as well as on the limiting resource. If the
price rise between Autumn and Spring is very high
the farmer who has limited feed should spread it
over as many cattle as possible. If on the other hand
the seasonal price rise is average or lower than
average the farmer should normally feed for weight
gains. We explain below why this is so by reference
to a practical example in which for simplicity
cattle are assumed to be fed completely on silage.

Limiting FactormFeed
Suppose a farmer has 48 tons of good silage

which if fed at the rate of 56 lbs. per day is sufficient
for the maintenance of a 6½ cwt. bullock, maintenance
in this context being understood to cover all
biological processes and allow for a slight weight
gain due entirely to growth. It is also assumed that
a further z5 lbs. of silage per day gives an additional
I lb. gain per day. At the rate of 56 lbs. per day the
animal consumes about z] tons of silage over the
4 month period November to March and gains
½ cwt. At this rate of feeding, 48 tons will carry I8
cattle for the period in question. If the animals are
fed a further z5 lbs. of silage per day total daily
consumption is 75 lbs., consumption over the whole
period is 4 tons and weight gain is I½ cwt. per
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animal. At this rate of feeding 48 tons of silage will
carry iz cattle for 4 months.

Let us assume that the initial price of the cattle
is £6’5 per cwt. and that selling prices of all cattle
(regardless of level of feeding) is the same.

The outputs from the two sets of cattle using
four levels of price increases are given in Table 7
below. The price increases adopted are £i, £i.5,
£z.o, £z’5 per cwt. The last level is rather unrealistic
but has been used for illustrative °purposes.

TABLE 7: GROSS OUTPUTS FROM 48 TONS OF
SILAGE, ASSUMING DIFFERENT FEEDING RATES
AND PRICES. (Initial weight of cattle 6½ cwt. Initial price

£6"5 per cwt.)

Initial value £
Final weight cwt.
Final price £
Final value £
Output per animal £

Output per 48 tons
silage          £

Initial value £
Final weight ~t.
Final price £
Final value £
Output per animal

Output per 48 tons
¯ silage          £

Group I (½ cwt. gain)
i8 animals

Price Increase (per cwt.)

£i.o    ~x.s l £2.----f- £2.s
42"3 42"3 I 42"3 42"3

7.0 -:.o i 7"0 7"0
7"5 ~s.o I 8.5 9’0

52"5 go’o I 59"5 63"o
lO.2 I3"7 I I7"2 2o"7

x83’6    24b.�~ I 309"6 372"6
~1~~

Group 2 (I½ cwt. gain) t2 animals

Price Increase (per cwt.)

£z’o ~,I"5 i £2"0

42"3
8’o
7’5

60’0
x7"7

42’3 42"3
8.0 8.0
8.o ] 8"5

64.0 68.0
zi.7 25.7

26o.4 308"4

£2"5

42"3
8"0
9"0

72"0
29"7

356’4

This table shows that when the price increase
between Autumn and Spring is less than £2 per cwt.
it is more profitable to feed the cattle well than to
carry them on a maintenance ration. When the price
increase is £I.5 per cwt. the gross output from
IZ Cattle fed almost to appetite on 48 tons of silage
is al~out £26o.whereas that from 18 cattle fed a
maintenance ration is £247. When the price
increase is £z :per cwt. the return from both sets
of cattle is about the same but since fewer cattle
are involved under the full feeding programme
the latter system is preferable. When the price
differential is £2.5 per cwt. the lighter rate of
feeding gives a higher total output than the heavier
feeding but again it is doubtful if this increase
offsets the housing and other costs of the extra
number of cattle involved.

The above results depend on the assumptions
made regarding the quantifies of silage required for

maintenance and weight gain and also to Some
14

extent on the actual weights and prices of the
animals. These points are apparent from the
following "break-even" formula which shows th6
price and other conditions under which the same
gross output is obtained from cattle fed for main-
tenance or for weight gain. The method of
deriving this formula which assumes a linear
relationship between feed intake and weight gain,
is shown in Appendix B.

"Break-even" Formula

(3) P~--P,=M/G--(W~.--W1)

Pa         Wl
where Pl=Initial price (£ per cwt.)

P~=Final price (£ per cwt.)
Wz=Initial weight (cwt.)
Wo=Final weight of animals fed at

maintenance levels (cwt.)
M=Amount of feed required for main-

tenance (tons)
G=Amount of feed required per cwt.

gain above maintenance (tons)
If (M/G) and (Wa--W1) are constant this formula

shows that for any given selling price (Pz) the
output break-even price increase (Pg--P1) is lower
for heavy than for light cattle. Thus if W1 is
increased the expression on the right of the equality
sign decreases. If at the same time the selling
price (P2) remains constant then if equality is to be
maintained the price change (Pz--P1) must decrease.
Again if M/G and (Wg--W1) are constant the
formula shows that for an animal of a given initial
weight (W1) the output break-even price increase
is higher at higher price levels. Thus if W1 remains
constant the whole expression on the right of the
sign of equality remains constant also. If at the
same time Pz is increased (P~--P1) must also be
increased if the equality of both sides of the
expression is to be maintained. Accordingly the
break-even price increase is not independent of
the price level and because of this it may be more
meaningful to write formula (3) as in (4) or (5)
below:

(4) P~=(W2--W0--M/G + I,
Wz

(s)

where the initial/final price ratio is expressed as a
function of the other factors.

The initial/final price ratios at which the same
gross output is obtained from cattle fed for main-
tenance and for weight gain ur~der different
assumptions regarding the ratio of feed for main-
tenance to that for z cwt. gain are given in Table 8.



Different levels of M/G are postulated in this table
because this ratio is likely to be higher for heavy
than for light cattle.3 Also in calculating the figures
in Table 8 it is assumed that the weight gain for an
animal fed at maintenance level over a period of
four months is ½ ewt.

TABL~ 8: OUTPUT BREAK-EVEN PRICE RATIOS FOR
ANIMALS OF DIFFERENT INITIAL WEIGHTS

(Maintenance v. x cwt. gain above maintenance)

Maintenance]
gain, feed

ratio (M/G)

2’O ....

2"I ....

2"2 ....

~’3 ....

Initial weight (Wl) cwt.

"
Break-even price ratio P1/P2

0"75 0.80 o.8i
0’73 0"75 0"77 I 0"79 0.80
0"72 0"74 o’76 [ o’77 o’79
0"70 Io’72

lO’741o’75
o’78

If we postulate that (M/G) is about z’o for animals
of 6 to 7 cwt. and 2"2 for animals of 7 to 8 cwt. the
figures in Table 8 show that for animals in these
categories the initial price would need to be less than

of the expected final price before the farmer
should feed at maintenance levels. In the past four
years the November/March or November/April
price ratio for cattle in these categories has never
been less than 75 per cent.* Hence it cart be taken
for the specified (M/G) values that with all except the
very heaviest of cattle, feeding for weight gain
over the winter is more profitable than feeding for
maintenance. For very heavy cattle it may be more
profitable to feed at lower rates but this is doubtful

Of course, it takes very good silage to give the
weight gains postulated above. If such silage is
not available this gain cannot be obtained and all
the farmer can do is feed the animals to appetite
on what he has got. He may of course feed grain
along with the silage but the economics of this
feeding is a sepa;ate question.

It should be noted that in the above discussion
the cost of feed did not enter into the equations.
This is not to imply that feed costs are unimportant
in such situations. These costs are of course very
important but they must be taken into account at the
time the silage is made and not at the time it is
being fed.

The considerations to be taken into account at
silage making are:

(i) The opportunity cost of making silage (i.e.
the extra fertiliser for silage over that which would
be used on pasture. The variable costs of cutting
and ensiling the grass and the income sacrificed

3Rations for Livestock P.5x--Ministry of Agriculture
Fisheries and Food. H.M.S.O. London x96o.

*The ratio was less than 75 per cent. in only one post-war
year, i.e. I956/57 when it was about 65 per cent.

by not using the grass for grazing.) If a farmer has
to reduce his stock of cows in order to produce
silage for cattle feeding, then the opportunity cost
may be quite high. This situation can occur on small
dairy farms and in such cases winter feeding of
cattle may not be a sound proposition. On large
farms on the other hand where the alternative to
silage may be autumn grazing the opportunity cost
of silage may be little more than the variable cost of
production,t Other considerations are:

(z) The variable costs other than feed, of
wintering cattle (i.e. medicines, veterinary fees,
transport and marketing, interest on capital, etc.);

(3) The expected purchase and sale price of
cattle for wintering;

(4) The technical input-output coefficients (i.e.
feed consumption for maintenance and per lb.
gain above maintenance);

(5) The opportunity cost of investing capital in
buildings and silos if such are not available and if
the cattle cannot be outwintered.

If it is found from these considerations that
wintering of cattle on silage is likely to be more
profitable than summer grazing of cattle or of other
stock, then silage should be made. Once made
however the cost of production is irrelevant. From
thence the only consideration is the most profitable
method of utilisation. Though produced for cattle
feeding it may in certain cases be more profitable
to feed it to cows, calves or sheep but we ignore
these considerations here.

In the case where feed is the limiting factor the
level of feeding will be determined at feeding time
depending mainly on the cattle prices ruling at that
time and on the selling price expectations. This
level may however be varied during the feeding
period by purchase or sale of cattle if price expecta-
tions change.

Limiting Factor--Cattle
If cattle rather than feed is the limiting factor a

somewhat similar type of formula can be developed
to determine the most profitable feeding level.
Strictly speaking in this situation the feeding of
grain along with silage should be considered but
we defer this consideration to a later section and
discuss here the feeding of animals on silage alone.
In this case the level of feeding must be determined
at silage-making time so that the farmer knows the
amount of silage he should make for the number of
cattle he can keep. The feeding level will be
determined by the same factors as in the other case

tin practice opportunity costs are very difficult and some-
times impossible to estimate. In such eases the measurable
costs are used instead and the returns from the enterprise
(obtained using the latter costs) are compared with those from
the competing enterprise, which is costed using its measurable
costs.
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except that now the farmer will be interested in
maximising profit per animal rather than per ton
of feed.

If we assume as in the previous case that for
practical purposes the relationship between silage
intake and weight gain is linear, then two feeding
options are available to the farmer:

(a) he can ration the animals at maintenance
levels and produce only a small weight gain
over the Winter or

(b) he can fully feed the anima!s on silage to
produce some additional weight gain over
the Winter.

Because the relationship between feed intake and
gain is assumed to be linear, intermediate levels of
feeding are not relevant. The farmer should feed
at one extreme or the other (i.e. full feeding or
feeding for maintenance). We ignore feeding at
sub-maintenance levels.

The most profitable feeding level under the above
conditions can be determined from the following
formula, the derivation of which is described in
Appendix B.

(6) ~r=P~(s--M/G) +WI(P2--Pa)-- d
+Q(P2/G--c)*

where It-----Gross margin per animal (£);

Wx=Initial weight (cwt.);
s=Weight gain due to maintenance (cwt.);

Pl=Initial price (£ per cwt.);

Pz=Final price (£ per cwt.);

M=Amount of feed required per animal for
maintenance (tons);

G=Amount of feed required per cwt. gain
(tons);

Q=Total amount of feed per animal;

c=Cost per ton of feed (£);
d=Costs other than feed per animal (£).

If we let P~(s--M/G)+WI(P2--Px)--d=a and

(6) can be written as

(7) ~r=a+Qb.
From (7) it can be seen that if "b" is positive

(b> O) maximum Q gives maximum gross margin
per animal. Now since b=(P2/G--c) "b" is positive
whenever P~/G is greater than "c" (i.e. when the
selling price per ewt. (£) divided by the number of
tons of feed per cwt. gain, is greater than the cost per
ton of feed (£)), it follows that in this situation the
farmer should plan to fully feed the animals over the
Winter. On the other hand if "b" is negative (b < o)
minimum Q (i.e. Q=M) gives maximum profit.

atThe writer is indebted to Mr. Andrew Conway of An
Taluntais for suggesting this formulation.
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Hence if the cost of feed in £ per ton is greater than
the expected Pa/G ratio the farmer should aim to
feed at maintenance levels. It should be kept in mind
that "maximisation" in this context may mean
"minimisation" of loss.

We can summarise the above statements by
saying that where cattle is the limiting factor in
production, the decision to feed fully or at main-
tenance levels depends on the selling price of cattle
and on the cost per ton of feed. This contrasts with
the previous case (L~mited feed) where the cost of
feed did not enter the equation and where the level
of feeding depended on the initial/final cattle
price ratio. Though in the present case the level of
feeding is not dependent on this ratio, changes in
cattle prices over the feeding period are very
important determinants of real profit.

It can be seen from equation (7) above that the
level of the gross margin depends not alone on the
magnitude of "b" but also On that of "a". Now since
a=P~ (s--M/G)+WI(P~--P1)--d it is at once
obvious that if other things are held constant the
greater the price rise (P2--Px) the greater the value
of "a". Similarly other things being equal the
greater the weight gain of the animal (s) over the
feeding period the greater the value of "a" also.
The magnitude of the M/G ratio affects the value
of "a" in the opposite direction. Since this ratio has
a negative sign the greater its value the lower the
value of "a". Similarly for "d" which also has a
negative sign.

For normal values of the variables concerned the
value of "a" tends to be negative, hence a positive
value for "b" is necessary if the enterprise is to be
profitable. Now since the animals should be fully
fed whenever "b" is positive and fed at maintenance
levels whenever "b" is negative it follows that as
in the previous case (limited feed) full feeding of
animals is normally the most profitable course.
Feeding at maintenance levels will seldom increase
profits and normally should be only undertaken in
order to reduce losses.

November-April feeding
In the above examples we have for simplicity

examined the economics of feeding cattle from
November to March. As there is usually a further
rise in prices between March and April, selling in
the latter month may be the most profitable system
under certain conditions. The figures in Table 9
show outputs from these two systems.

When preparing the figures in this table it was
assumed that cattle of about 6~ cwt. are purchased
in November and fed on aftermath for a period of
about 4 weeks during which time they make a
weight gain of about I lb. per day. In mid-December
the cattle are housed and fully fed on silage so as to



FIGUR~ 7: GRAPHS SHOWING GROSS MARGINS FROM WINTER FEEDING OF CATTLE
ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT COSTS AND SELLING PRICES: (Initial weight = 6½ ewt: Silage

consumption ---- 4½ tons)

7r = Gross margin per animal (£): c = Cost of silage (£ per ton)

B = (Pz--Pa) = Price rise over feeding period (£ per cwt.)

d = Other variable costs per animal (£)

G = Amount of silage required per cwt. gain above maintenance (tons)
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continueto make a dailygain of about x lb. Cattle
sold in March were assumed to eat about 3{r tons
of silage each and make weight gains of something
over I cwt. Those sold in April were assumed to
eat about 4½ tons of silage and make weight gains of
about x½ cwt. between purchase and sale. It was
assumed also that the yield of silage is IX tons per
acre from two cuts and that the November/
December gazing is provided by the silage after-
math.4

When judged on a per animal basis the figures in
Table 9 show that April selling gave the highest
output in the years under review. Judged on a per
acre basis on the other hand selling in March gave
the highest output in all years. This might give
the impression that if cattle is the limiting factor
April selling is the most profitable system whereas if
feed is the limit on production, March selling is the
most profitable under the feed/weight gain relation-
ship assumed.

TABLE 9: OUTPUT PER ANIMAL AND PER ACRE
FROM CATTLE PURCHASED IN NOVEMBER AND

SOLD IN MARCH AND APRIL x963 m x967

Output per Animal Output per Acre
Year

Selling Date Selling Date

March April March April

x963-64 .. 2o 24 63 59
x 964-65 .. x9 z3 60 56
I965-66 .. zo z3 63 56
x966--67 ¯ ¯ 24 z8 75 68
I967-68 .. z4 z9 75 7x

However figures for output tend to be somewhat
misleading in this context. For a given quantity of
feed more cattle would be required if the animals
are soM in March rather than in April and since
each extra animal adds to costs, April selling may
be the most profitable in all cases. In practice,
farmers sell off the fatter cattle in March and carry
the thinner ones until April which seems to be a
sensible arrangement.

Comparison of winter feeding with summer grazing

On the basis of the various output figures already
given, the cost of making silage and other costs
would have to be very high before summer grazing
would be more profitable than winter feeding in
most years. That silage making costs are not
excessive maybe gathered from the following
estimates.

4Based on data’ given by Behan, M. J., "Economics of
Intensive Grassland Production on a Co. Meath Farm".
Unpublished M.Agr.Se. Thesis--Library University College,
Earlsfort Tce., Dublin 1966.
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In x965 and i966 the contract price for silage
making throughout Ireland was in the region of
I6s. per ton of grass ensiled. This payment covers
the cost of cutting, carting and loading the grass
on to the silo. About 5 tons of grass would have to
be ensiled in order to make 4½ tons of silage so that
the contract work for this amount of silage would
cost about £4. If £I per 4½ tons of silage is allowed
for nitrogenous fertiliser to force on the grass and
a further lOS. for other costs, the total variable costs
over that of grazing is about £5 IOS., or about £I 5s.
per ton. Therefore if feed costs were the only
consideration it would appear that the farmer who
can organise properly the making of good silage
is likely to do much better from winter feeding than
from summer grazing. Not all farmers, of course,
have the ability to make good silage and indeed a
high proportion of the silage made is of very poor
quality, some of it having a very high moisture
content and being very unpalatable. Silage such as
this is expensive at any price.

The provision of feed is, of course, not the only
cost associated with winter feeding of cattle. Housing
or feeding yards have also to be provided, since good
pastures cut up badly in Winter and on such land
outdoor feeding is impossible. If a conventional
self feed system is used the capital costs less State
grants are in the region of £22 per animal. This can
amount to a substantial investment on large cattle
farms and is probably the most serious deterrent to
winter feeding. For farmers, however, who have dry
land on which cattle can be kept outdoors, winter
feeding on good silage is likely to be more profitable
than summer grazing.

If actual or ’estimated output and cost figures are
available the relative profitability of winter feeding
and summer grazing can be determined fairly
exactly from the graphs in Figure 7 which have been
prepared from equation 6 above. These graphs show
the gross profit per animal which can be obtained
over a winter feeding period of 4½ months (Nov.
to April) for different selling prices, price changes,
feed and other costs. In preparing the graphs the
initial weight of the cattle was taken as 6½ cwt.
M/G was assumed to be 2.o and Q was taken as 4½
tons. Animal scientists of course should have little
difficulty in preparing similar graphs for other
classes of cattle consuming different quantities of
feed in different time periods.

A few examples will show how the graphs can be
used.

Example i. Suppose that in Spring a farmer who
has a self-feed silage unit available wishes to decide
whether he should graze his pastures during the
Summer or conserve them as silage for the winter
feeding of 6½ cwt. cattle, consuming 4½ tons each.



He expects to make good silage, I½ tons of which will
produce I cwt. gain above maintenance. Total
weight gain over the feeding period of 4½ months
is expected to be .I½ cwt. He estimates that
the selling price of the cattle in Spring will be £8
per cwt., that the price rise over the Winter will be
£I’5 per cwt. and that the variable cost of making
silage is £1"z5 per ton. In estimating the latter cost,
the basic fertilisers applied (regardless of whether
the land was cut for silage or grazed) should be
treated as a fixed cost and only the extra fertiliser
applied for silage included. The farmer also
estimates that the variable cost (other than feed) of
winter feeding is £i.5 per animal. This does not
include a figure for depreciation of the self-feed
system since this is also a fixed cost, Interest on
capital invested in the cattle should only be included
if it is expected that the total of this wiU be different
from the total interest payments on summer grazed
cattle (i.e. if the total interest payment is to be the
same regardless of the system adopted it may be
left out of the reckoning). In practice total interest
payment for summer and winter cattle are likely
to be much the same. In Summer the farmer has a
small number of cattle for a long period whereas in
Winter he has a larger number for a shorter period.

The farmer’s first exercise is to calculate the
(P2/G--c) value which in this case is (8/x½)--I’z5=

4"I approximately. Going now to the middle graph
on the left hand side of Figure 7 he reads up from
the 4" I point on the horizontal axis and across from
the I’5 point on the vertical (other variable costs)
axis. These points meet between the £i4 and the £I6
gross margin line and so he can say that under those
conditions his gross margin per animal from winter
feeding will be about £i5 or about £37 per acre,
assuming a yield of I I tons of silage per acre. The
farmer can now compare these returns with his
expected gross margin per animal and per acre
from summer grazing and make his decisions
accordingly. In making *he per acre comparison
he wiU have to estimate the carrying capacity of the
land when grazed over the Summer under his own
system of management. He may be able to do this on
the basis of experience or he may have to consult
an animal nutrition expert.

In estimating costs for the grazing system the
farmer should ignore the cost of fertiliser which is
treated as being fixed, and interest charges if they
were left out of the reckoning in estimating winter
feed costs.

As a general point it can be said however that for
all normal grazing outputs and costs the above
winter feeding system would be a highly attractive
proposition in comparison with summer grazing.
(See section "Buying in Spring and selling in
Autumn").

Example 2. In Example x the farmer estimated
that he could make good silage giving a weight gain
of I cwt. above maintenance from x½ tons. In this

¯ example we assume that all other conditions are the
same as in Example i but that the quality of the
silage is not so good. Suppose the farmer estimates
that stomach capacity is still 4½ torts but that the
total weight gain produced from this amount of silage
will be only ~ cwt. (i.e. ½ cwt. due to maintenance
and ¼ cwt. above maintenance). The G value for
this silage is calculated as follows :--

M+G (14)=4½

assume M/G=z.o
.’. G=Z’o

The (P/G--c) value is now 2"75 (assuming silage
making costs are the same as in Example I).

Reading from the same graph as in the previous
case it can be seen that gross profit per animal is
now only about £9 or about £2z from an acre
yielding I I tons of silage. This system therefore is
not nearly as attractive as the previous one but is
still likely to be more profitable than summer
grazing in most years.

Example 3. Suppose that conditions are exactly
the same as in Example I except that housing or
silos are not available. The farmer wishes to
determine if it would be profitable for him to
erect a self-feed silage unit so as to change over
from summer grazing to winter feeding. His planning
horizon is IS years (i.e. the buildings must pay for
themselves over a period of 15 years otherwise he is
not prepared to make the change). He estimates
that the cost of the self-feed system less State
grants is £22 per animal. When this is amortised
over I5 years at 7 per cent. per annum the annual
cost is £2.4. This added on to the "d" value in
Example x gives a figure of £3"9 and the same graph
as that previously used shows that the gross margin
per animal is now a little over £I2 or £29 per acre
(assuming i I tons of silage per acre). On the basis
of these figures the investment in buildings is
likely to be justified. If however conditions are the
same as those described in Example 2 (poor silage)
and the depreciation of housing has to be included
as a cost, the gross margins per animal and per acre
are only about £6 and £I5 respectively. In these
circumstances the erection of housing for winter
feeding is not likely to be a very economic pro-
position. These examples show that the quality of
the silage is an important determinant of profits
from wintering of cattle and it would appear that
the farmer who is not a good silage-maker should be
careful about erecting expensive buildings for
winter feeding.
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TABLE XO: WEIGHT GAINS AND OUTPUTS FOR CATTLE PURCHASED IN NOVEMBER AND SOLD
IN JUNE IN DIFFERENT YEARS

Year

Month Weight 1963-64 x 964-65 x 965-66 x 966-67

cwt. Price Value

November
December
January
February
March
April ..
May ..
Jtule . .

6"50
6.80
7’10
7"40
7"7O
8"OO
8"75
9"50

Price Value

6.co 39"0
6’00 40"8
6"75 47"9
7’zz 53"4
7"63 58"8
7’9o 63"z
8.to 70"9
7’80 74"x

Price Value

£
7"65 49"7
7"68 5z’z
8.zo 58"z
8.68 64"z
8"90 68"5
9’xo 7z’8
8"6x 75"3
8"25 78"4

Price Value

6"95 45"z
6"95 47"3
7"4° 5z’5
7"66 56"7
8"48 65"3
8"5o 68"o
8.60 75"3
8"zo 77"9

5"5°

5"85
6"4o
7.08
7"7x
8.00
7"8z
7"36

35"8
39"8
45 "4
5z’4
59"4
64"0
68’4
69"9

Buying in November and selling in June
Buying in November and selling in June is a

system very often recommended by agricultural
experts. The usual recommendation is that the
animals be fury fed on silage over the Winter as
indicated in the previous section. In mid-April
they are put on to well manured pasture until mid-
June when they are sold. If good silage is available
cattle purchased at 6½ cwt. in November should
weigh about 8 cwt. in told-April and they should
gain a further I½ cwt. over the grazing period
to reach about 9½ cwt. at selling time:s

Monthly weight gains and outputs for bullocks fed
in this way in different years are shown in Table
IO.

As cart be seen from this table there was an
increase each month in the output value of the
cattle in every year though the returns in the period
April to June are much lower than in the period
November to April as shown in Table x i.

TABLE x x: OUTPUT PER ANIMAL AND PER ACRE IN
DIFFERENT PERIODS IN DIFFERENT YEARS (£)

x963/64
x964/65
x965/66
x966167

Per Animal

Nov./ ] April/ [ Nov.------~
April

I
June June

I
24 xx I 35
z3 [ 6 I z9
z3 xo I 33
~8 ] 6 34

I

Per Acre

- o .FI Nov./
April

[ June*
59

I 53

56 44
56 50
68 5z

*For method of calculating stocking rate per acre for the
Nov;/June period see Appendix B.

This table shows that at the weight gains
postulated the output increase between November
and April in the four years concerned was £z3
per animal in x964/65 and x965/66, £24 in i963/64
and £28 in i966/67. The output gain between
April and June varied from £I I per head in i963/64
to £6 in i964/65 and i966/67. The output per acre

7SSee Behan op. cit.
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in the period November/April which is based on a
yield of x x tons of silage per acre varied from £56
in x964/65 and x965/66 to £68 in x966/67. As can
be seen the output per acre from keeping cattle
from November to June was less in each year (and
considerably so in x 964/65) than that from a Novem-
ber to April feeding period. Hence at the weight
gains postulated higher outputs are likely to be
obtained by cutting all the grass for silage and
feeding it to cattle in the period November to
April than by grazing some of it from April to June.
As stated above however, output figures tend to be
misleading in this respect. If all grass is cut for
silage and fed over the winter period, costs are much
higher than if some of the grass is grazed by animals.
In the former case more animals would be required
for the shorter feeding period and hence greater
marketing expenses and other costs. More housing
space would also be required which is a most
formidable barrier and of course there is also the
additional cost of ensiling all the grass compared
with feeding some of it as grazing.*

The break-even level of profitability per acre
from November/April and November/June feeding
cart be determined from the following formula:

(8) Ra[PaWa--P1Wl--cQ--da]=
v [vjwj-P W -cQ-d -a ]

where
Ra=the stocking rate per acre for cattle fed

completely on silage from November to
April and where all grass is cut for silage, i.e.,

R~= Total production of silage per acre
Amount of silage consumed per animal

Rj=the stocking rate per acre for cattle fed on
silage from November/April and on pasture
from April to June, calculated as shown in
Appendix B.

Pj:Price per cwt. of cattle sold in June (£)

*Higher capital investments would also be required for the
larger number of animals but interest payments would not
necessarily be higher because of the shorter feeding period.



FIGURE:8: GRAPHS FOR ASSESSING BREAK-EVEN PROFITABILITY PER ACRE FROM NOV/APRIL AND NOV/
JUNE CATTLE FEEDING
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Pa=Price per cwt. of cattle sold in April (£)
Pl=Purchase price per cwt. of cattle purchased

in November (£)
Wj=Welght per animal of cattle in June (cwt.)
Wa=Weight per animal of cattle in April (cwt.)
Wl=Initial weight per animal (cwt.)

Q=Amount of silage consumed per animal,
November to April (tons)

c=Variable cost per ton of making silage (£)
tin=Variable costs other than feed per animal of

cattle sold in April (£)
ds=Variable costs per animal other than feed,

April to June (£)

The derivation of formula (8) is self-explanatory.
The expression on the left hand side is the gross
margin per acre from cattle sold in April while that
on the right is the gross margin per acre from cattle
fed on silage over the Winter and on grazing from
April to June.

Formula (8) is not very suitable for analytical
purposes but by manipulation it can be written as
(9) which is more suitable for these purposes.

Ra
(9) (~j -- I) [Pa(W,--W1) +WI(P.--P1) --

cQ -d.] =Pj(Wj -W,) -
w~(P~-Pj)-as

if the farmer has some idea of his costs and
weight gains in the different periods, and can
estimate per acre stocking rates for both systems
this formula can be used to determine the most
profitable system for different classes of cattle under
different price conditions. The same assessment can
also be made for certain given conditions using
Figure 8. In preparing the graphs in this figure it
was assumed that P~-----£8.5; Q=4½ tons; c=£i.~5;
W1=6.5 cwt., [(R~/Rj)--I]=o.6 and ds:£o’zJ.

Because of all the variables involved and of the
magnitudes taken for the terms which were assumed
constant it is difficult to make any simple general
statement from a study of Figure 8. However,
without going into any great detail the following
statement appears to be justified:--

I. The weight gain from April to June is (as
indeed one would expect) a very important deter-
minant of whether cattle should be sold in April
or put on to pasture until June. When the
weight gain per animal over the grazing period is
z’5 ewt. it can be seen from the two upper graphs
that very high price declines would have to occur
before summer grazing would be unjustified. This is
especially true where cattle make low gains over the
winter (i.e. top right-hand graph).

On the other hand if the gain over the grazing
period is low (say only I.5 cwt. per animal) the
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situation is different. In this case unless wintering
costs are ~¢ery high and winter price rises very low a
small price decline from April to June makes spring
grazing of well-wintered cattle uneconomic, relative
to sale in April (see bottom left-hand graph).
Hence the farmer on cold late land who can make
good silage might find it more economical to adopt
the November-April feeding system in preference
to the other, particularly if housing costs are not
too high.

For the farmer who is a poor silage maker and
who obtains low gains over the Winter, June selling
is likely to be the most economical system in all
cases. The bottom right-hand graph shows that
even for low weight gains from grazing, higher than
normal price drops would have to occur before
grazing would be uneconomic relative to winter
feeding.

Feeding grain along with hay or silage
The decision to feed grain during Winter in

addition to roughage (hay or silage) depends on
many factors, the principal ones being the quality
of the roughage, the expected selling price of beef,
the cost of the different feeds, and the rates at which
they substitute for one another. If the roughage is of
poor quality, it may be essential to supplement it
with some grain, otherwise the cattle may become
emaciated or even die. The feeding of grain in this
case will at worst reduce losses and will increase
profits if the beef/grain price ratio is favourable. If
the roughage is of good quality, the decision to feed
grain is more difficult and special technical input-
output data are required in this case. Such data
can only be obtained from specially designed con-
trolled experiments and up to the middle of the
x96o’s very few of such experiments had been
carried out anywhere in the world. Professor Heady
and his colleagues at Iowa State University have
done some work on the subject but as conditions in
the U.S.A. are altogether different from those
obtaining in Europe, the results are not applicable
to Irish conditions.

The position however is improving. It is under-
stood that experiments are in progress in An Foras
Taldntais which may yield results suitable for such
analysis. Some of the available European data though
inadequate in many respects have been reworked
and have yidded results which can be used in a
rough way to determine the most economic level of
feeding. The results of one such experiment at
Liscombe in England have been analysed by GodseU
and Preston6 who have developed a function

eGodsell, T. E. and Preston, T.R.--Co-operatiort b tween
Research in Agricultural Natural Sciences and Agricultural
Economies--Report of x963 Serninar--O.E.C.D. Document
No. 65, Paris x964.
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FIGURE 9: AMOUNTS OF BARLEY PER DAY WHICH SHOULD BE FED TO BULLOCKS DURING WINTER FOR

DIFFERENT SELLING PRICES OF CATTLE (S.P.) AND COST PRICES OF BARLEY AND SILAGE

S.P. x6os. .S.P. 18os.
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showing the production of beef from different
combinations of grain and silage.

This function based on experiments carried out
in the Winters of x96x-62 and x96z-63 relates to
cattle of an initial weight of about 4 cwt., fed
on barley and good silage (average dry matter
2~’6 per cent.) over a period of n3 days. The
feeding levels varied slightly between the two years
but on average they were as follows:

Group I. All silage.

Group II. Silage plus 3 lbs. of barley per head
per day.

Group III. Silage plus 6 Ibs. of barley per head per
day.

Group IV. Silage plus 9 lbs. of barley per head
per day.

The mathematical function derived from the
basic data and the method of obtaining the most
profitable level of feeding from it are shown in
Appendix B. This method has been used to derive
the figures in Table xz, which show the quantities
of silage and barley which should be fed over a
period of 113 days in order to maximise the margin
over feed per animal under different beef/silage
and beef/barley price ratios. These ratios are
obtained by dividing the selling price of one cwt.
liveweight of beef by the price of one cwt. of silage
and one cwt. of grain respectively.

Table xz shows thatw

(~) When the beef/barley price ratio is 5.o/~,
all silage should be fed unless the beef/silage price
ratio is 8o/x or less. Thus if barley can be sold or
purchased for 28s. per cwt. and beef cattle sell
for x4os. per cwt. all silage should be fed unless the
variable cost per ton of making silage is 35s. per
ton or more. At such a high price for silage, it pays
to feed some grain along with the silage.

(2) When the beef/barley price ratio is 5"~5/~,
all silage should be fed unless the beef/silage price
ratio is less than I5o/t. For example, if barley costs
e8s. per cwt. and beef is expected to sell for x47s.

per cwt. all silage should be fed unless the cost of
making silage is more than £i per ton.

(3) When the beef/barley price ratio is 5.5/1 or
greater it pays to feed some barley at all normal
silage costs. Thus if barley costs z8s. per cwt. and
beef is expected to sell for x54s. per cwt. or more,
at least z lbs. of barley should be fed per beast per
day. At this price for barley and an expected beef
price of z64s. per cwt. at least 5 lbs. of barley per
day should be fed.

In studying Table z2 it is necessary to convert
the different ratios into prices of cattle and feed.
To overcome this calculation problem, the graphs
in Figure 9 have been prepared which show the



amounts of barley to be fed for some actual seUing
prices of cattle and cost prices of barley and silage.
Unfortunately because of space limitations these
graphs only cover a few selected cattle selling prices
but there is little difficulty in constructing similar
graphs for other prices from equation z in section 5
of Appendix B.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that when the
prices of beef and silage are high and barley costs
are low very heavy levels of barley feeding are
recommended. These recommendations must how-
ever be taken with caution as in some cases the
margins from the "most profitable" feeding level
are only slightly greater than those which would be
obtained from silage feeding alone. These margins
for certain selected prices of beef, barley and silage
and for a constant beef price rise of £I ios. per
cwt. are shown in Table 13.

Reference to this table shows that when cattle sell
for I6os. per cwt. or less there is little to be gained
from barley feeding at all normal prices for barley
and silage. At the low price of £28 per ton for
barley and the high price of £2 per ton for silage
the margin from the most profitable level of feeding
at £ii i7s. per animal is only i4s. per animal
higher than that from all silage feeding. At these
feed prices however when the cattle sell for I8os.
per cwt. the extra margin from the most profitable
level of feeding as against all silage feeding is
£z Is. per animal.

Taking the fairly realistic situation where the
selling price of cattle in Spring is i8os. per cwt.,
the price of barley £3° per ton and the cost of silage
£I Ios. per ton, the margin over feed from all silage
feeding is £iz I9s. and that from the most profitable
level of feeding is £I3 I7s. giving a difference of
only i8s. per animal from barley feeding. The
most profitable level of barley feeding in this case
is about 7 lbs. per day and the expected weight
gain over the feeding period, about ~54 lbs. It is
doubtful if the difference of x8s. is sufficient to
warrant such a heavy grain feeding programme
particularly if the feeding involves extra labour.

One point should be kept in mind in this
connection however. In calculating the differences
in margins between the most profitable and the all
silage feeding it was implicitly assumed that the
same price per cwt. is obtained for cattle regardless
of the method of feeding. This may not be so.
The barley fed cattle may fetch higher prices per
cwt. than the others because they have a better

degree of finish, and if so the comparison may
properly be between silage fed cattle selling for say
I7os. per cwt. and barley fed animals seUing for
probably I8OS. per cwt. If this is so the margins in
favour of barley feeding will be higher than those
shown in Table 13.

One other point should be noted in this connection
however. If the quantity of silage for cattle feeding
is fixed and the number of cattle which can be
carried is variable more animals can be carried
where a grain feeding programme is adopted than
if silage alone is fed. Under these circumstances if
profit per animal can be maintained or not too much
reduced by feeding grain along with silage, the
overall level of profit from the enterprise can be
increased further by keeping extra cattle. Some idea
may be obtained of the magnitude of this extra
gain for a given set of conditions by reference to
the last example, where the selling price of cattle
was i8os. per cwt., the price rise over the feeding
period 3os. per cwt., the cost of silage 3os. per ton
and the cost of barley 3os. per cwt. Let us assume
that under these conditions the amount of silage
available is 47 tons and that there is no limit on
the number of cattle which can be carried (other
than that imposed by minimal silage requirements).

Now we find from the equations in Appendix B
that at the most profitable level of feeding each
animal consumes 4,076 Ibs. of silage and 738 Ibs.
of grain. Under this feeding programme therefore
the 47 tons of silage will carry about 26 cattle giving
a margin over feed of £13 i7s. per head (Table 13)
amounting to a total margin of £360 from z6 cattle.
If, however, the cattle are fed on silage alone,
each consumes about 5,285 lbs. (see Table Iz) and
gives a margin over feed of £rz I9s. per head
(Table I3). At this level of feeding the 47 tons of
silage will carry 2o cattle giving a total margin from
the enterprise of only £259. Hence under these
conditions there is a substantial gain from spreading
the silage over the larger number of cattle.

It should be kept in mind of course that this gain
comes almost entirely from extra cattle rather than
from more economical feeding of individual
animals. The analysis does show however that if in
Autumn a farmer finds himself scarce on silage in
relation to the number of cattle he can keep, he
should be loath to cut back on cattle numbers
without first examining the economics of feeding
grain along with the scarce silage so as to spread
the latter over as many cattle as he can keep.
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TABLE 13 : MARGINS OVER FEED COSTS FOR MOST PROFITABLE LEVEL OF BARLEY AND SILAGE FEEDING AND FOR ALL SILAGE FEEDING AT DIFFERENT

PRICES FOR CATTLE, BARLEY AND SILAGE. (Initial weight of cattle 4 cwt; Price rise over feeding period of zI3 days, £x zos. per cwt):

Price of
barley

£ per ton

e8
30
32
34

28
3°

32
34

28
30
32
34

All silage feeding lh Most profitable level of feeding Difference in margins between moot profitable and
all silage feeding*

Beef Selling prices per cwt.

I Sos. z6os.
I7°S" Iz80s" II. xSoo. z6os. I x7oo. I I80S. 11-Z SOS. I6OS. z8oo.

Cost of Silage £x per ton

x3 5 x4 5
I3 z

I

I3 16
z3 I3

S.

x2 8
i2 8
z2 8
i2 8

£ S.

z3 o
z3 o
x3 o
z3 o

z3 z2
z3 z2
13 iz
x3 z2

£ s.

14 3
x4 3
I4 3
z4 3

zz 9

£ S.

x5 9
x4 I5
I4 7
z4 4

£ S.

0 I o 5
0 I

o z3
o 4
0 I

£ 8.

z 6
0 12

o 4
0 I

II 5 II X6
ZZ 5 IX I6
II S II I6
zI S Ix x6

I"

x2 8 I2 z9

lI2 8 12 I9
I2 8 x2 z9

m

Cost ofsilage £z zoo. per ton

""

’l"

x2 5 z3 7
xz z8 z2 x6

12 lO

z4 z2
z3 x7
13 6
x3 x

0 2 0

0

Cost of silage £z per ton

o z9
08
02

z z3
o x8
o 7
0 2

I0 I

TO I

IO I

IO I

IO 13
IO I3

Io I3
Io I3

zz 4
ix 4
zi 4
zx 4

xx x6
ix 16
zi z6
II x6

zo 6 zI 7
Io 17
Io I3

12 II

II I6
xi 8
zx S

I3 x7
12 z9
I2 6

xx x9

o 5 o x4
o 4

i 7
O 12

o 4
0 I

2 I
i 3
0 IO

o 3

*Selling prices per cwt. of "all silage", and "silage and grain" fed cattle assumed to be the same.



APPENDIX A

AVERAGE PRICE PER CWT. OF BULLOCKS AND HEIFERS IN CERTAIN WEIGHT CLASSES AT
LIVESTOCK AUCTION MARTS (Excluding Dublin)

Bullocks Heifers

Period

1963 ....
1964 ....
1965 ....
I966 ....
I967 ....
1963 :

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September. ¯
October ¯.
November.
December ¯ ¯

x964:
January . .
February ..
March ..
April ..
May ..
June ¯ .

July ..
August
September~
October ¯.
November..
December. ¯

z965:
January ..
February ..
March ..
April ..
May
June

July
August
September~
October .
November¯
December¯

1966 :
January
February
March
April
May
June

July
August
September. ¯
October ..
November..
December..

I967:
January ¯.
February ..
March ..
April ..
May ..
June ..
July ..
August ..
September..
October
Novemberl i
December ¯ ¯

.¯     ¯

6 and
under 7

cwts.

S, d¯

¯ z34 6
¯ . 156 o
¯. 168 9
.. 15o o
¯. z4z o

¯ . xz4 3
¯ ¯ 129 o
¯ ¯ 138 6
¯ ¯ I4X 9
¯ . 144 9
¯ ¯ I4X 9
¯ ¯ x4x 3
¯ ¯ z37 o
¯. z28 9
¯. Iz5 6
.. 12o 6
.. z2o 6

¯. I35 3
¯. I45 6
¯ . z54 6
¯. x6x 3

167 9
z68 6
166 6
159 3
153 3
z49 6
I53 o
153 6

166 6
177 9
182 6
z9z o
184 9
176 9
z73 6
I59 3

¯ ¯ 149 3
¯. z4z 6
¯ ¯ 139 o
¯ ¯ z39 o

¯. 149 6
¯ ¯ z54 6
¯ ¯ z7o 3
¯ ¯ 171 9
¯ . 172 o
¯ ¯ x65 o
¯. z49 o
¯ ¯ x3x o

126 0
XeI 3
IIO O

I17 o

.. xz8 o
¯ ¯ 139 9
¯ . ISI 6

157 9
zSX 6
136 9
IZ9 o

13I 6
z35 6
133 3
139 6
146 9

7 and
under 8

CWt8.

8 and
under 9

CWtS.

9 and
under zo

cwts.

Io and 6 and
under x x under 7

cwts. cwts.

7 and
under 8

cwts.

Per cwt.

S° d°

x3x 3
x5x 6
z62 6
z46 o
x4z 9

123 3
I27 o
z34 9
138 9
z4o 6
z37 6
z36 6
133 6
125 3
I23 3
IX9 O
Ix9 3

x32 o
x44 6
z5z 9
159 3
x64 9
162 9
I6o 6
z5z 6
I47 6
z45 o
z49 o
z49 3

z62 6
I73 6
178 o
z85 6
178 6
z7z o
167 3
156 3
I46 6
141 0
138 o
I38 6

147 9
z53 3
169
Z7I

6

172 9
165 o
148 3
133 3
z28 6
122 0

zz2 3
xz9 o

130 3

I41 6
I54 3
16I o
153 o
139 9
135 6
135 3
I37 3
z35 9
x4z 6
z48 o

S. d,

zz8 o
148 3
158 o
I42 9
i44 6

i2i 6
z24 3
z3o 6
132 9
137 6
z35 6
135 6
z3x 3
I23 9
z2o 3
xI6 9
zx8 9

z29 9
I42 6
z5I 3
156 o
162 o
159 9
z57 3
I5o o
i44 6
I41 6
145 3
146 o

z59 o
x69 6
174 o
18o 9
173 3
z67 6
164. 6
x55 9
146

~z39
136 6
138 6

I47 3
152 o
z66 9
169 6
x7x 9
z64 o
I52 o
136 o
z3o 3
123 3
116 o
122 6

z32 9
I43 6
z55 9
162 o
z56 6
143 3
137 6
139 o
z4z 3
138 6
143 3
I49 3

S. d,

I9~5 3

I45 3
z54 o
14o 6
145 9

x2o 3
xzz 6
xz5 o
IZ9 3
z33 3
I31 6
132 9
I30 0

z23 3
xx9 6
Ix4 6
It5 9

z27 6
z4o 3
147 9
152 3
z57 6
I56 o
z56 o
z49 3
z43 6
139 9
x4z 6
144

158 6
I65 9
I69 3
174 6
z68 o
165 o
z63 o
156 9
z47 6

I39
137
138 9

z47 o
x5x 3
163 o
169 9
I7o o
164 o
153 6
I38 o
133 3
124 3
ZI9 o
123 9

z35 o
144 6
156 9
162 6
I58 3
I47 3
138 6
I4o 9
144 o
14° 6
146 3
z53 6

8, d.

121 6
144 o
x52 6
x38 6
I46 6

zI9 9
I17 6
120 9
IZ2 9
xz9 3
128 9
129 3
127 6
12o 9
117 6
II3 6
116 o

I28 6
z39 3
146 6
149 6
153

XI55
155 9
148 3
z43 6
139 6
I42 9
145 9

160 6
164 6
165 9
170 6
I65 6
164 6
161 9
156 3
I48
139
z37 6
z4o

z48 9
x52 3
16o 9
z69 6
171 3
165 9
I54 3
I39 3
133
I24
121 0

I25 3

136 6
146 o
156 6
163 o
z6x o
148 9
139 o
x4z o
145 0
X4Z 3
I47 9
158 9

S, d.

IZI 6

I44 3
154 9
136 6
132 o

114 9
117 9
z23 6
x28 o
131 9
127 o
127 3
z23 o
114 9
112 9
111 3
III 6

z24 9
z35 6
143 6
151 6
I55 9
157 3
x54 6
I47 3
142 o
138 3
141 3
I42 3

154 9
164 6
I68 9
z76 o
169 6
164 o
158 o
147 9
Z4I 6
132 3
128 3
129 o

x37 6
142 3
157 9
z59 9
16o o
15o 6
137 9
I25 3
117 o
1o9 9
IOI O

I08 3

117 o
129 o
142 6
148 o
z43 o
I31 6
I24 9
123 6
125 6
121 9
127 6
138 3

S. d.

119 6
141 6
z51 6
135 O

134 6

116 9
xz6 3
X2I 3
126 o
I30 3
125 o
z25 3
z21 6
xx6 3
112 6
IIO O

113 3

123 6
134 o
I42 6
148 o
152 3
151 3
I5o 6
I45 o
I39 9
I36 3
139 6
z4x o

154 o
16o 6
I62 9
171 3
167 o
I6o 6
155 3
I47 9
I4X 3
135 o
I30 9
I34 o

x41 6
145 o
I58 3
z62 9
I65 3
153 o
Z4I 0

z28 9
122 0

II2 9
IO5 0
IXI 0

I2I 0

133 6

z44 9
z5z o
z48 o
I36 o
I28 3
I27 o
129 3
I25 6
131 6
I44 6

8 and
under 9

CWtS.

S. d.

117 3
139 3
I47 9
I3Z 6
135 6

IX7
O

zz6 9
II7 6
122 6
125 6
I21 0

x2z 6
zzo 6
ii4 9
I12 3
1o9 6
II3 6

z23 o
132 6
14I 9
147 3
15o o
I47 6
147 6
I43 6
I39 o
I34 9
I37 9
I4o 9

153 o
z57 6
158 9
168 6
z64 6
I57 6
153 3
146 6
I4I o

x34 o
z3o 9
135 6

x43 6
"r46 3
z57 3
168 6
167 6
153 o
z4z 6
x28 6
I22 3
II3 6

1o7 9
115 3

I23 6
134 9
146 3
153 6
149 9
136 3
126 6
I28 6
131 o
127 9
135 6
147 o

Source : March issues of Irish Statistical Bulletin, C.S.O., Dublin.
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APPENDIX B

z. Developing a formula for break-even gross
margins under different stocking rates¯

Let P9 =selling price per cwt. (£)
,, a =price fall .’. purchase price = P2+a (£)
,, Wl=weight per head in Spring (initial weight).
,, xn =gain in weight per head at rate of n animals

per acre. (cwt.)
,, n =number of animals per acre
,, c =variable cost per animal other than

fertilisers (£)
,, ~ =gross margin per acre (£)

~r =n[P2(Wl+Xn) --(P2+a)Wl--C]

=n[P~n --Wla--c] ................ (I)

For n=i ~r=P~cn--Wla--c ............ (2)

If (z)=(2)

n[Pzx. --Wla--c] =P~n --Wla--c

Hence x~=I [(Wla+c)(n--I)+x,] .......... (3)
n t P9 -i

2. Developing a break-even price increase formula
for storing or fattening cattle over winter where feed
is the limiting factor.

Let Q =amount of feed available
M =amount of feed per animal required for

maintenance in some given period (cwt.)
G =amount of feed required per cwt. gain

P9 =selling price (£ per cwt.)

P1 =purchase price (£ per cwt.)
B =price rise .’. PI=(P~--B)
Wl=initial weight (cwt.)
Wg=fmal weight of animals fed at maintenance

levels
s =weight gain for animals fed at maintenance

levels (ewt.) [stores]; hence s=W~--W1
f =additional weight gain for fully fed animals

(CWL) [fats]
n. =number of stores = Q/M "l

Q
ne =number of fats -- M+Gf

?=, ......................
~r =gross output (£) from a given quantity of

silage (Q)

~r=n.[P~(Wl+s)-(P~-B)W1] stores

,~=nf[P~(Wl+s+f)-(P2--B)Wz] fats
28

Hence for equal returns

ns[P 2s + BW1] =ne[P as +P if-t- BW1]
ns =PzsWPff+BW1
ne    P2s+BW1

Substituting for njne from (a) above and simplifying
we obtain:

B _ M/G --s

Wz

¯ P2--P1 = M/G--(Wz--W1)
"" P9 Wz

which is the break-even formula given on page 14.

3. Developing a formula for determining profit-
ability from Winter feeding where cattle is the
limiting factor.

Using the same symbols as in 2 above, but letting
Q= total feed per animal, ~r=gross margin per
animal; c=cost per ton of feed and d=other variable
costs per animal, the profit equation is

~r =P 2[Wl+f+s] -- [(P z--B)W1] -cQ --d

=Pzf+P~s+BWl--cQ--d

4- Calculating stocking rates for cattle fed on
silage during Winter and grazed until June.

Under this system silage will have to be taken
entirely from some fields, while the remaining
fields will have to be used for both grazing and
silage.

Let F =yield of silage per acre from whole year’s
growth (tons)

S =yield of silage per acre from post June
growth (tons)

Q =amount of silage consumed per animal over
winter (tons)

n =number of cattle per acre from April to
June

x =proportion of one acre cut entirely for
silage .’. area partly grazed is (I--x)

R =average stocking rate.



Total yield of silage per acre = Fx + S(I --x)

Number of cattle which can be carried on this

amount of silage=Fx+S(I"
Q

Number of cattle grazed =n(i --x)

Since number of cattle wintered and grazed are the
same

n(I --x) =Fx+S(I --x)=R

%

Q
nQ -S

X=
F+nQ--S

nF
R=n(I --x) =F+nQ--S

Letting F=II, S=5½, Q=4½ and n=2

average stocking rate R=n(I --x)= 1"5 i8

5. Most profitable level of feeding grain and
silage.

The mathematical function derived by Godsell
and Preston from the Liscombe experiments
(described in the text) was a quadratic of the
following form

(I) Y=--4"388+o’57OXl+O’z23Xs--o’oo8X12
-o.oozX~-o.oo7XiX2

where
Y=Liveweight gain (Ioo lb.) in a period of

I 13 days

Xl=Weight of barley fed (ioo lb.) in same period
X~=Weight of silage fed (IOO lb.) in same period.

The most profitable feeding level can be deter-
mined from this equation by taking partial deriva-
tives of Y with respect to X1 and X2 setting these
derivatives equal to the barley/beef and silage/beef
price ratios respectively and solving for X1 and X2.
To obtain a solution let us assume that beef cattle
sell in Spring for i7os. per cwt., that barley costs
32s. per cwt., and that the cost of making silage is
£I Ios. per ton, i.e. IS. 6d. per cwt.

Taking partial derivatives of (I) and setting them
equal to the feed/beef price ratios we obtain

(2) ~Y/~Xl=O’57o --o’oI6Xl--O’oo7X9
=32/I7o=o’I88

~Y/~X2=o’223--o’oo4X2--o’oo7X1
= I’5/170 =0"009

Solving these equations we get

XI=1.91 and Xa=5o.22

Substituting these values into the production
function (I) we obtain ¥=1.6o.

Hence for maximum profit over a period of 113
days the cattle should be fed 192 lb. of barley,
5,oo2 lb. of silage and for this level of feeding they
should make a liveweight gain of 16o lb. In daily
terms these figures represent about 2 lb. of barley,
44 lb. of silage and a liveweight gain of about
i{ lb.
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